
Football  memorabilia NFTs of the blue club

Football is, without competition, the most popular sport globally. With more than a seventh of
the population being fans of the game, football has gone on to produce legendary sports
people like Pele and Maradona, and contemporary heroes like Lionel Messi and Cristiano
Ronaldo.

Football has also been quite successful when it comes to franchise-based sporting. Among
the franchises, it would not be an exaggeration to say that the Chelsea football club based
out of the United Kingdom is one of the most celebrated clubs across the Globe.
With a legacy of more than a century and with its association with the uniquely identifiable
homeground the Stamford Bridge, the Chelsea FC boasts of being one of the most
successful football franchises across any level, be it England or Europe or even at the global
scale.

The football club also has one of the most intense fan-magnetism. While there are celebrity
fans like Gordon Ramsay, there are fans who have been committed to this club for more
than half a century.

GuardianLink, through its exclusive NFT marketplace Jump.trade, was proud to bring the
Chelsea memorabilia NFT collections. These NFTs featured some of the most prized, rare,
and extremely valuable NFTs, some of which are not even available in the Chelsea museum.
The NFTs are the collections of Robert Stein, the biggest Chelsea memorabilia collector in
the United Kingdom and probably in the whole world.

The NFTs included animated videos of match programs of some of the most
epoch-making matches played by Chelsea FC that would go on to redefine the course of the
club. It includes the first ever competitive match played by the club at its homeground,
its first European victory, its first participation in a European league match, and a lot
more! Some of these artefacts were from an era as early as 1905.

A total of seven of these collectibles were sold in an auction and all of these copies were
exclusive with just one verifiable collectible being sold across the platform. All these
collectibles acquired higher bids than what they were listed for.

Additional note: as a combined representation of GuardianLink and Jump.trade, we would
like to let our readers know that this NFT drop/collection is not officially associated with
Chelsea FC. They are just digitised memorabilia of a collector who would like to step into this
arena of NFTs and digital collectibles.



The launching of Chelsea memorabilia marks an important event in the history of Jump.trade
and GuardianLink . This goes on to prove that sports collectibles are an ideal candidate for
making NFTs, and this is surely a great way to connect with fans in this new digital realm
consisting of the elements somewhere between virtual and real!

Join @Ramkumartweet ,CEO & Co-Founder
@Guardian_NFT ,highlighting on enormous possibilities when it comes to " Unlocking
NFT-Metaverse Potential".

Check out now: https://liveweb3conclave.techcircle.in
@Jumptradenft
#NFTs #Metaverse #NFTCommunity #web3 #web3conclave
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